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The aim of this paper is to prove a theorem of the following type: 
THEOREM 0.1. Let G be a finite nilpotent group and let R be a Dedekind 
ring of characteristic zero in which no prime divisor of the order of G is 
invertible. Let RG denote the integral group ring. Then K_ ,(RG) E 
Z’ 0 (Z/2Z)S. 
The groups K-,(ZG) are of interest in the study of pseudo-isotopies of PL- 
manifolds as was shown by Anderson and Hsiang [ 11. They have been 
calculated explicitly for G finite abelian by Bass [3] and for G a finite p- 
group by the author [4]. One knows that K-,(RG) = 0 for R Dedekind of 
characteristic zero, G finite, and i > 1. If no prime divisor of the order of G 
is invertible in R (e.g., if R is the ring of integers in an algebraic number 
field), an explicit formula for the rank of K-,(RG) is also known, namely: 
THEOREM 0.2 ([4, 51). Let R be a Dedekind ring of characteristic zero 
with fraction field K, and for P any maximal ideal of R let Kr denote the P- 
adic completion. Let k (resp. k,, rr) denote the number of isomorphism 
classes of irreducible K (resp. Kr, R/P) representations of a finite group G. 
Then K- ,(RG) is a finitely generated abelian group and if no prime divisor 
of the order n of G is invertible in R then 
rank K-,(RG) = 1 - k + c (k, - t-r). 
Pl?lR 
The present calculations will show that the above rank formula gives 
complete information about K-,(RG) for an interesting class of nilpotent 
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groups G. In particular, this is the case when the group algebra KG, of the 2- 
Sylow subgroup G, of G is split, which is certainly true if G is p-elementary 
for p odd (i.e., the direct product of a cyclic group and an odd order p- 
group), or if G is abelian. Hence the present paper generalizes the explicit 
calculations of Bass mentioned above. Furthermore, this is accomplished 
without appeal to the properties of the functor Spec. 
1. MAYER-VIETORIS SEQUENCES 
The approach taken here to the calculations of lower K-theory will be via 
the long Mayer-Vietoris sequence of Bass [3, p. 677, Theorem 8.31. Such an 
attack is based on one’s ability to embed the integral group ring of a finite 
group in a maximal order. Preliminary results on the nature of this 
embedding which we shall need are given in Lemma 1.1; proofs of these 
results are available in virtually any book which treats K-theory of group 
rings and orders. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let R be a Dedekind ring with fraction field K of charac- 
teristic zero and let A denote the integral group ring RG of a fmite group G 
of order n. If r is any R-order in KG which contains A then nTc A. 
Furthermore, A is a maximal R-order tf and only if A is a hereditary ring, 
which is true if and only tf n is invertible in R. 
Let P be a maximal ideal of R. We shall always denote by R, the P-adic 
completion of R, and if SJ is any R-algebra we shall denote by ~2, the R,- 
algebra R, OR a. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let R be a Dedekind ring with fraction field K of charac- 
teristic zero and let A denote the integral group ring RG of a finite group G 
of order n. Let r denote any R-order in A = KG which contains A and let II 
be any finite group. Then there is an exact sequence 
@ K,(A,~c) 0 K,(m) -+ @ K,,(I-+) -, K- ,(An) -+ K- ,(Tx) + 0. 
PlnR PlnR 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1 there is a “conductor type” Cartesian square of 
rings and ring homomorphisms 
A/N -+ r/c. 
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We may tensor this square (over R) with the group ring Rn, which is 
certainly R-flat, to obtain the Cartesian square 
An --+ rn 
This square of course gives rise to a long K-theory Mayer-Vietoris sequence, 
which is essentially the sequence which is desired. Note first that since 
(rl/nI’) n and (r/nI)n are Artinian, their lower K-theories vanish [3, p. 685, 
Proposition 10.11, so we in fact have the exact sequence 
We shall make certain changes which will later prove useful. 
Consider the following commutative diagram of rings and ring 
homomorphisms: 
Here each vertical arrow is induced by the inclusion II + r and each 
horizontal arrow is the obvious canonical projection. Recall that if Q is any 
ring and N is any two-sided ideal such that Q is N-adically complete then the 
canonical projection I2 + R/N induces an isomorphism K,(R) z K&2/N). 
Consequently, applying K, to the above diagram, we obtain a commutative 
diagram in which each horizontal arrow is an isomorphism. (Note that by 
Lemma 1.1 the ideal nr/n/l of n/n/i is nilpotent.) But we may now use these 
isomorphisms to rewrite our Mayer-Vietoris sequence in the form in which it 
occurs in the statement of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Keeping the notations of Theorem 1.2, let r be a 
maximal R-order in A containing A and suppose that for every maximal 
ideal P of R which divides nR it is the case that rpn is a maximal R,-order 
in A,n. Then there is an exact sequence 
@ K,(A,n) @I K&k) + @ K,(A,n) + K-,(/in) -+ K- I(rn) + 0. 
PlnR PlnR 
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Proof (cf. [3, pp. 532-5341). There is a commutative diagram 
in which c, c’, C” are the Cartan homomorphisms, 1 and I’ are induced by the 
inclusion (localization) r, 7r + Apz, f is induced by the canonical projection, 
and d is the “Brauer decomposition map.” (The right-hand part of this 
diagram is called “Swan’s triangle” by Bass.) 
Since Apx is semisimple, c is equality. Since r,n is a maximal order, it is 
hereditary, hence regular, so c’ is an isomorphism. Since localization of a 
(left) noetherian ring induces surjection on Go 1’ and hence I are 
epimorphisms. 
Further, since rprc is P-adically complete (note that I% is a finite R- 
algebra), the projection-induced map f is an isomorphism. Since r,n is a 
maximal R,-order, it satisfies the “Cartan condition,” i.e., the Cartan map c” 
is injective [3, p. 5341. But therefore dcl = c’f is injective, and hence I is an 
isomorphism. The desired exact sequence now follows immediately from 
Theorem 1.2. 
The next two lemmas furnish conditions under which the hypothesis of 
Corollary 1.3 that r’*7~ be a maximal R,-order is satisfied. We shall need to 
make use of Auslander and Goldman’s theory of separable orders so as to 
ensure that tensor products of certain maximal orders are again maximal. An 
R-order Q is called R-separable if R is a projective LJ OR flop-module. 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose that r, is a separable R,-order in A, and suppose 
that the order of the finite group n is invertible in R,. Then I’+ is a 
separable R,-order in Apz, and hence r,,n is a maximal R,-order. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1 R,n is a maximal order in the (split) K,-algebra 
K,n. Since an R,-order in a split separable K,-algebra is maximal if and 
only if it is R,-separable [8, p. VI, 11, Theorem 2.81, R,n is R,-separable. 
But separable orders are well-behaved with respect to tensor products. In 
particular, if r, is R,-separable then T,x z r,, ORp R,n is R,-separable [2, 
Proposition 1.51. Since R,-separable orders are maximal [8, p. VI, 91, the 
lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 1.5. Suppose that G is a nilpotent group of order n with n odd. 
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Let r be a maximal R-order in KG which contains A = RG and let P be a 
maximal ideal of R which divides nR. Then r, is R,-separable. 
Proof. Write G = G’ x G”, where G’ is a Sylow p-subgroup of G such 
that P divides pR. Then since p is odd, K, G’ is split (7, Theorem 41.91, so 
an R,-order R in KPG’ is maximal if and only if it is R,-separable. Let R be 
a maximal R,-order in KpG’ which contains R,G’. Observing that R,G” is 
maximal and that K,G” is split, as in Lemma 1.4 we conclude that 
r, z S2 ORP R,G” is R,-separable. (Remark: all maximal R,-orders in any 
fixed semisimple K,-algebra are conjugate, hence isomorphic [7, 
Theorem 18.71.) 
2. MORITA EQUIVALENCE 
This section is concerned with certain rather general results pertaining to 
the K-theory of Morita equivalent R-algebras, all of which are taken from an 
earlier note of the author [6]. Our present need is to show that given an R- 
algebra r and a group n, we may compute K*(rz) after replacing r by any 
R-algebra which is Morita equivalent. As will be seen in Corollary 2.6 below 
and the ensuing remark, this can result in considerable simplification. In fact, 
it is exactly this trick which ultimately will allow us to make reasonable 
calculations with the exact sequence of Corollary 1.3, thus obtaining the 
lower K-theory for integral group rings of finite nilpotent groups. 
Throughout this section R will carry only the structure of commutative 
ring with identity, unless other assumptions are stated explicitly. The 
unadorned @ will mean tensor product over R. An R-algebra is a ring A 
together with a ring homomorphism R + A whose image lies in the center of 
A. If A and r are R-algebras, a A -r bimodule is understood to be a left 
A 0 PP-module, i.e., the left and right actions of R coincide. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A and r be Morita equivalent R-algebras. Then for 
any R-algebra Q the R-algebras Q 0 A and fJ! @ r are Morita equivalent. 
Proox Since A and r are Morita equivalent, there is a A - r bimodule M 
which is faithfully projective as a left A-module and as a right r-module and 
such that the R-algebra homomorphism A --t Hom,(M, M) induced by the 
bimodule structure of M is an isomorphism. We shall show that the 0 @A - 
0 0 r bimodule Q @M has analogous properties. Since M is a finitely 
generated projective generator of A-mod, there are split epimorphisms of left 
A-modules A”’ -+ M and M” + A, whence split epimorphisms of left 0 @A- 
modules (J2@A)“‘zf2@Adm-+R@M and (R@M)“rf2@M”-+O@A, 
showing that D @ M is a finitely generated projective generator of 0 @A- 
mod. Analogous remarks hold for the right 0 @ r-module structure. Thus we 
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must only show that the bimoduie structure of R @ M gives an R-algebra 
tsomorphtsm $2 @ d z Homo, (0 0 iki, R @ M). But this is a consequence 
of the isomorphism A z Horn,@& M) and the following general Lemma: 
LEMMA 2.2 (cf. [7, p. 26, Theorem 2.391). Let M be a finitely generated 
projective right P-module, N any right r-module. Then the map 
4: R @ Horn&I, N) + Hom,~,.(B @ M, Q @ N) 
defined by #(CO 0 f) = wI Of, where w, denotes the endomorphism of 0 
given by left multiplication by w, is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Since M is finitely generated and projective there is a split exact 
sequence of right r-modules 
O-iM’+l-“-+M+O. 
Applying R @ Hom,( _, N) and Horn n,&2 @ _, Q @ N) to this sequence, 
we obtain a split exact diagram 
o- f2 0 Horn&‘4 N) - R 0 Hom,(P, N) 
0 
1 -1 
O-Horn ..,(~RO,noN)-Hom,,(ROT”,RON) 
- $2 @ Horn&W, N) - 0 
Since the center vertical map in this diagram is evidently an isomorphism (it 
sufftces to consider the case n = 1, where this assertion is trivial), and since 
the rows of the diagram are split exact, that 4 is an isomorphism follows by 
applying the snake lemma. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let A,, P, and A,, Tz be Morita equivalent pairs of R- 
algebras. Then A, @A, is Morita equivalent to r, @ PI. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, A, 0 A, is Morita equivalent to r, @A,, and 
likewise r, @A, is Morita equivalent to r, 0 r2. But Morita equivalence is 
transitive. 
CORROLARY 2.4. Let A and r be Morita equivalent R-algebras. Then for 
every integer n there is an isomorphism K,,(A) z K,(T). 
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ProoJ The Morita equivalence of A and r yields an equivalence of 
categories A-mod 21 r-mod which restricts to an equivalence of categories of 
finitely generated projectives P(A) 1z P(I). From this it is immediate that 
K,(A) 2 K,(r) f or n > 0. Fix i > 0 and assume inductively that KJA’) z 
K-,(p) for all pairs of Morita equivalent R-algebras A’ and Y. Since by 
Theorem 2.1 we have obviously that A[t], r[t] and A[t, t-l], r[t, t-l] are 
Morita equivalent pairs, it is easy to see that there is a commutative exact 
diagram 
K-i(A[t]) CBK-i(A[t-‘1)-K-i(A[t, t-‘1)-K-i-l(A)+0 
i 1 1 
K-[(r[t]) 0 K-i(r[t-l]) -K_i(r[ty t-‘1) - K-i- I(r) + 0, 
which by the inductive hypothesis and the five lemma yields that K-i-,(A) E 
K-i- I (I). But this completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let R be a Dedekind ring with fraction field K and let 
A, r be maximal R-orders in a finite dimensional semisimple K-algebra. Let 
G be any R-algebra. Then for all integers n, K,(0 @A) E K,(I;) @ I’). 
Proof. The maximal R-orders A and r are known to be Morita 
equivalent ([7, p. 189, Corollary 21.71). Thus so also are Q @A and J2 @ r, 
and we may apply Corollary 2.4. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let R be a Dedekind ring with fraction field K and let 
r be a maximal R-order in a split semisimple K-algebra A. Let S denote the 
center of r. Then for all R-algebras R and all integers n we have 
isomorphisms K&2 0 r> g K&2 @ S). 
ProoJ We may clearly assume that A is simple. But in this case I’ is 
Morita equivalent to M,(S) for some r > 1, hence Morita equivalent to S. 
Thus J2 @ r is Morita equivalent to Q @ S. 
Note that Corollaries 2.5 and 2.6 apply in particular to the case R = Rn, 
the group ring of any group x, giving isomorphisms K,(Aa) z K,(rz) and 
K,(I’z) E K,(Sn), respectively. We shall make use of this presently. 
3. FINITE NILPOTENT GROUPS 
We return to the setting of Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3. Our first task 
is to improve the exact sequence of that corollary when additional 
hypotheses are put on the groups G and R 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let R be a Dedekind ring with fraction field K of 
characteristic zero and let A denote the integral group ring RG of a finite 
nilpotent group G of order n odd. Let T be a maximal R-order in A = KG 
containing A. Let 7c be a finite group of order pn’me to n and suppose that no 
prime divisor of the order of 71 is invertible in R. Then there is an exact 
sequence: 
@ K,(Apn) CO K,,(T) -+ @ K,(A,n) -+ K-,(An) + K- ,(W -, 0. 
PIIIR PlnR 
Proof The hypotheses on G guarantee that rp is R,-separable when P 
divides nR, thanks to Lemma 1.5. Thus, since the order of z is prime to n, 
Lemma 1.4 asserts that rprr is a maximal R,-order for P dividing nR. By 
Corollary 1.3 it follows that there is an exact sequence 
@ K,(A,n) 0 K,(Tz)+ @ Ko(Apz)+ K-,(/in)+ K_,(T’z) -+ 0. 
PlnR PlnR 
Now A = KG is a split semisimple K-algebra, by [7, Theorem 4 1.91 and the 
fact that tensor products of split algebras are split. Thus TX is Morita 
equivalent to SZ where S denotes the center of K Note that S is a direct 
product of Dedekind rings of characteristic zero in which no prime divisor of 
the order of n is invertible. Furthermore, AX is Morita equivalent to Lrc 
where L = K OR S is a product of fields, and it is easy to see that we have a 
commutative square 
w-4 - K&n) 
K,(W --+ K&4, 
where the vertical maps are isomorphisms induced by Morita equivalences 
and the horizontal maps are induced by the localization R + K. 
Let R’ be a Dedekind ring of characteristic zero with fraction field K’ and 
let x be a finite group such that no prime divisor of the order of 71 is inver- 
tible in R’. Then Swan’s theorem [ 10, p. 57, Theorem 4.21 asserts that every 
finitely generated projective R’rr-module A4 has K’ OR, M free over K’n. It 
follows that the image of KJSz) in K,(Lrc) is the same as the image of 
K,(S) in K,(Lz) [map induced by inclusion], and hence that the image of 
K,,(Tz) in K&Ax) is equal to the image of K,(T) in K,(An). Thus the image 
of K,JPn) in K,(A,n) is equal to the image of K,(T), and this completes the 
proof of the proposition. 
LEMMA 3.2. Keeping the notations of Proposition 3.1, map A,, into A,,n 
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(resp. A, into A,n) by inclusion. Then the localization R + K induces a well- 
defined split monomorphism 
and the cokernel C, of this map is a free abelian group. 
Proof. It is important to realize that the rings A,, A,, A,n, A,x are 
group algebras (of G and of G x n). Thus we may apply results of Serre [9, 
p. 131, Theorem 341 to conclude that the localization-induced maps 
K,(A,) + K,(A,) and K&4, X) + K,(A, X) are split injective. But therefore 
we have a commutative exact diagram 
0 0 
0 + KO(AP) ---+ K,,(A,n) ---+ K,(A,n)/im K,,(Ar) --+ 0 
lr I 
0 --+ K,(A,) -+ K,(A, 7~) - K,(A, n)/im K,(A,) --+ 0. 
The existence of the required split monomorphism vp completing this 
diagram is an obvious consequence of the snake lemma. Furthermore, since 
each of the rows in the above diagram is actually split exact (the inclusion- 
induced maps K,(Q) -+ K,,(Qn) are always split by augmentation-induced 
maps), it follows that coker ‘//p is a direct summand of K,(A,n)/im KJA,n), 
which is in turn a direct summand of K,(A,n), which is free abelian since 
A, rt is semisimple Artinian. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Keeping the notations of 3.1 and 3.2, let D denote the 
kernel of the inclusion-induced map K- l(An) + K-,(Pn). Then there is a 
split exact sequence 
O+K-,(A)-tD+ @ C,+O. 
PI nR 
Prooj Such an exact sequence, if it exists, is clearly split, since by 
Lemma 3.2 we know that C, is free. But by definition of D and 
Proposition 3.1, we have an exact sequence 
@ Ko&~)OKoV’)+ 0 K,(Apn)+D+O, 
PlnR PlnR 
which in the special case rr = 1 gives an exact sequence 
0 K,V,)0K,(O-+ 0 KoGb)+K-,(A)+0 
PJnR PlnR 
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(note that K_ ,(r) = 0 since r is a maximal R-order, hence hereditary, hence 
regular). We may assemble these two sequences into a commutative exact 
diagram, using inclusion induced maps. Thus, using Lemma 3.2, we obtain 
0 
1 
0 K,O, n>lim &,(A p> j 0 
PltlR 
Observe that the upper two rows of this diagram are actually split exact, 
thanks to the augmentation z+ 1. But the proof is now finished by the snake 
lemma. 
Summary 
With the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1, we have exact sequences 
O+ D +K-,(An)+K-,(Z%)+O 
O+K-,(A)2 D F! @ c, + 0. 
PlnR 
The groups C, which occur are free abelian. 
It will shortly be seen that the group D is torsion free. In particular, it 
follows that any torsion in K- ,(An) is mapped isomorphically to K- ,(I%). 
Furthermore, thanks to Corollary 2.6, we may replace K- ,(I%) by K- 1(S7c), 
where S, the center of r, is a direct product of Dedekind rings R’ which are 
finite extensions of R. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let R be a Dedekind ring with fraction field K of charac- 
teristic zero and let A denote the integral group ring Ro of a finite p-group o. 
Assume that p is not invertible in R, and let r be a maximal R-order in 
A = Ka containing A. Then there is an exact sequence 
Ko@)/imKdK)+ @ (K,(A,)/imK,(K,))-,K-,(A)jO. 
PIPR 
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Proof. By Corollary 1.3 with G = o and rr = 1 we get the exact sequence 
(Note r is regular so K- I(I’) = 0.) Now since A, is P-adically complete, the 
canonical projection Ap + A/PA induces an isomorphism KO(AP) E 
&(/I/PA). But A/PA is the group algebra of the p-group u over a field of 
characteristic p. Consequently the augmentation ideal is nilpotent [ 10, p. 57, 
Lemma 4.31, so the augmentation induces an isomorphism K,(A/PA) z 
K,(R/P). Lifting this back up to the completions, we have an augmentation- 
induced isomorphism &(A,) E K,(R,). 
Putting this into our present exact sequence, it is evident that we have an 
exact sequence 
PIPR PIPR 
which applies equally well to the trivial case u = 1, giving the exact sequence 
K,(R)+ 0 ~,(~P)Ok@)~ 0 KGP)-*0. 
PIPR PIPR 
Attaching these two sequences together with the obvious inclusion maps and 
applying the snake lemma, we get the exact sequence 
Kd~)/imK@)-+ 0 (K,(A.)limK,(K,))~K-,(A) -+a 
PIPR 
But since r is maximal, it is regular, so the Cartan map K,,(T) + G,(T) is an 
isomorphism and hence the localization induced map K,(T) +&(A) is 
surjective. But this remark together with the preceding exact sequence yield 
immediately the exact sequence desired. 
THEOREM 3.5. Hypotheses as in Lemma 3.4, then K-,(Ro) g 
Z’ 0 (Z/22)” for suitable nonnegative integers r and s. Furthermore, s = 0 if 
p is odd, and if p = 2 then s is equal to the number of nonsplit simple 
components of A = Ko which are P-adically split for every maximal ideal P 
of R which divides 2R. 
Proof: Applying the snake lemma to the commutative split exact 
diagram 
O+ K,(K) --t K,(A) + K,(A)/im K,(K) --) 0 
1 1 1 
0 -, 0 K,W,) -+ 0 &(A,) 
PIPR PIPR 
-, pf3R Wo(Ap)lim KdKpN -, 0 
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we obtain a split cokernel sequence which by Lemma 3.4 yields that K-,(A) 
is a direct summand of (@p,,R K,(A,))/im K,(A). Since the complementary 
direct summand is the free abelian group (eplpR K,(K,))/im K,(K), we see 
that K-,(/i) and (OPlpR K,(A,))/im K,,(A) have isomorphic torsion. But 
according to [7, Theorem 41.91, each simple component of A (resp. AP) is 
either a full ring of matrices over a field or a full ring of matrices over a 
skewlield of index two, and the latter type cannot occur if p is odd. If B is a 
simple component of A, then with respect to suitable bases for K,(B) and 
K,(B,), the matrix of the inclusion-induced map K,(B) + OJPlpR K,(B,) is a 
column of ones and twos. Apparently this map is split injective unless all 
entries in the above matrix are two, which is the case if and only if B is 
nonsplit but B, is split for every P which divides 2R. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
We are ready to prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let G be aJinite nilpotent group and let R be a Dedekind 
ring of characten’stic zero in which no prime divisor of the order of G is 
invertible. Then K- ,(RG) E Z’ @I (2122)s for suitable nonnegative integers r 
and s. Let G, denote the 2-Sylow subgroup of G and let K denote the fraction 
field of R. Then s = 0 if KG, is split. 
Proof. By induction on the number of prime factors of the order of G. 
The case G a p-group is given above by Theorem 3.5, so suppose G is not a 
p-group. Let rr be a p-Sylow subgroup of G with p = 2 if the order of G is 
even and arbitrary otherwise. Write G = G’ x 7c, and put A = RG’, r a 
maximal R-order in A = KG’ (cf. Proposition 3.1). By induction, K-,(A) is a 
finitely generated free abelian group, so by Proposition 3.3 and the 
“summary” which follows, there is a short exact sequence 
O+Z’-,K-,(RG)+K-,(l?c+O 
(some integer t). Thus it suffices to show that K_,(l?c) is of the form 
Z” @ (Z/2Z)” with v = 0 if [n: 1 ] is odd or if rr is a 2-group and Kx is split. 
But by Corollary 2.6 and the remark which follows, Km,(I-%) g K_ ,(&r), 
where S is the center of r, a direct product of Dedekind rings which contain 
R. Since p is not invertible in any of these rings, the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.5 are satisfied, and the theorem is proved. 
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